Hyperfine-induced electric dipole contributions may significantly increase probabilities of otherwise very weak electric octupole and magnetic quadrupole atomic clock transitions (e.g. transitions between s and f electron orbitals). These transitions can be used for exceptionally accurate atomic clocks, quantum information processing and search for dark matter. They are very sensitive to new physics beyond the Standard Model, such as temporal variation of the fine structure constant, the Lorentz invariance and Einstein equivalence principle violation. We formulate conditions under which the hyperfine-induced electric dipole contribution dominates. Due to the hyperfine quenching the electric octupole clock transition in [19] [20] [21] . Measuring the ratio of frequency of this transition to the frequency of the 4f 14 6s 2 S 1/2 − 4f 14 5d 2 D 3/2 transition in the same ion put the strongest limit on the temporal variation of the fine structure constant and (by including the Cs hyperfine transition) on the proton-to-electron mass ratio [8, 9, [22] [23] [24] . The use of the electric octupole transition in Yb + for the search of LLI violation may lead to five orders of magnitude improvement over current best bounds on the LLI violation in the electron-photon sector [11] .
Hyperfine-induced electric dipole contributions may significantly increase probabilities of otherwise very weak electric octupole and magnetic quadrupole atomic clock transitions (e.g. transitions between s and f electron orbitals). These transitions can be used for exceptionally accurate atomic clocks, quantum information processing and search for dark matter. They are very sensitive to new physics beyond the Standard Model, such as temporal variation of the fine structure constant, the Lorentz invariance and Einstein equivalence principle violation. We formulate conditions under which the hyperfine-induced electric dipole contribution dominates. Due to the hyperfine quenching the electric octupole clock transition in 173 Yb + is two orders of magnitude stronger than that in currently used 171 Electric octupole (E3) and magnetic quadrupole (M2) atomic optical transitions, which correspond to transitions between s and f electron orbitals, can be used as optical clocks of exceptionally high accuracy [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . They also present unique opportunities for fundamental research by being sensitive to new physics beyond the Standard Model. The transitions are very sensitive to the temporal variation of the fine structure constant α (α = e 2 /hc) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , to the local Lorentz invariance (LLI) violation [11] , the effect of dark matter [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [1] . The work is in progress in many laboratories [19] [20] [21] . Measuring the ratio of frequency of this transition to the frequency of the 4f 14 6s 2 S 1/2 − 4f 14 5d 2 D 3/2 transition in the same ion put the strongest limit on the temporal variation of the fine structure constant and (by including the Cs hyperfine transition) on the proton-to-electron mass ratio [8, 9, [22] [23] [24] . The use of the electric octupole transition in Yb + for the search of LLI violation may lead to five orders of magnitude improvement over current best bounds on the LLI violation in the electron-photon sector [11] .
Many similar opportunities come with the use of optical transitions in highly-charged ions (HCI) [2] [3] [4] [5] 10] . For example, the spectrum of the Ir 17+ ion has been recently measured [25] with the prospect of using the 4f 13 5s 3 F o 4 − 4f 12 5s 2 3 H 6 transition for the time keeping and fundamental research.
Electrical octupole and magnetic quadrupole transitions are very weak, typical linewidth can be as small as few nHz. This may lead to certain difficulties in the measurements. In this paper we demonstrate that the electric dipole transition (E1) induced by hyperfine interaction can be significantly larger than the electric octupole or magnetic quadrupole transitions. Therefore, choosing right isotope might be important for the measurements.
At least one or more of the following conditions is needed for the domination of the hyperfine-induced E1 transitions.
• The hyperfine mixing is enhanced by a small energy interval. This is may be a fine structure interval for the ground or clock state. The clock transition in 165 Ho 14+ ion [10] is an example.
• If ∆J < 3, the magnetic dipole hyperfine interaction (HFI) can contribute to the transition, where J is the total electron angular momentum. Otherwise, an electric quadrupole HFI is needed, which is usually significantly smaller. For single-valenceelectron atoms or ions this would be a 4f 5/2 -5s (or 6s) transition, e.g., the 4f 5/2 -5s transition in 143 Nd 13+ . For two and more valence electrons, appropriated values of the total electron angular momentum are formed via contribution from all valence electrons.
• An isotope with a deformed nucleus has a large electric quadrupole moment. This makes the electric quadrupole HFI almost as large as the magnetic dipole HFI. The 4f 14 6s,
transition in 173 Yb is an example.
• For smaller frequencies all transition rates are smaller. However, the electric octupole transition rate depends much stronger on ω (∼ ω 7 ) than the electric dipole transition rate (∼ ω 3 ). Therefore, for a sufficiently small ω the electric dipole transition rate always dominates. The 4f 5/2 -5s transition in 149 Pm 14+ is an example.
The amplitude of the HFI-induced electric dipole transition is given by
HereĤ hfs is the Hamiltonian of the magnetic dipole or electric quadrupole HFI,D is the electric dipole operator. The detailed expressions with the angular reduction can be found in Ref. [26, 27] and in the Appendix. The corresponding rate for the E1 transition (we use atomic units) is:
where ω is the frequency of the clock transition, A hfs−E1 is the amplitude of the transition (1) (the reduced matrix element), and F c is the total angular momentum of the clock state including the nuclear spin I (F = I + J). The rate for a E3 transition is
where J c is the total electron angular momentum of the clock state. The rate for a M2 transition is
where the amplitude of the magnetic quadrupole transition A M2 includes the electron magnetic moment µ 0 which is equal in the Gaussian atomic units to α/2. We use the random phase approximation (RPA) to calculate the transition amplitudes and HFI mixing. The RPA equations for the core states c are
whereĤ HF is the relativistic Hartree-Fock (HF) Hamiltonian, ψ c and ǫ c are single-electron HF state in the core and its energy, (Ĥ HF − ǫ c )ψ c = 0, δψ c is the correction to the core state c induced by an external field,F is the operator of the external filed, and δV F is the correction to the self-consistent HF potential induced by the external field via corrections to all core states. Equations (5) are solved self-consistently for all states in the core. Amplitude of the transition between valence states v and w (or mixing of these states) in the RPA approximation is given by the matrix element
In present work we consider five different external field operators. These include the electric dipole and octupole operators, the magnetic quadrupole operator, the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole HFI operators. Expressions for the single-electron matrix elements for each of these operators are presented in the Appendix.
In case of single-valence-electron atom or ion the amplitude (1) can be reduced to
where δψ a and δψ b are corrections to valence states a and b induced by HFI,d = −er is the single-electron electric dipole operator, δV d is the correction to the HF potential of the core induced by the electric field of the photon. In the case of several valence electrons we use the configuration interaction (CI) technique [9, 28] to construct many-electron states a, b and n in (1). Then we perform direct summation over excited states n. The summation is truncated at sufficiently high states so that the tail contribution is reasonably small.
A byproduct of this work is the calculated hyperfine structure of the ground and clock states of specific isotopes of several ions considered for the search of α-variation [4, 5, 25, 34] and the Lorentz invariance violation [11] . This includes, e.g. the Ir 17+ ion for which first measurements of the spectra were recently reported [25] confirming the predicted 5s-4f level crossing. The 171 Yb + ions are used by several experimental groups as prospective optical clocks of an exceptional high accuracy [20, 21, 23, 24, 35] . Current best limits on the temporal variation of the fine structure constant come from the comparison of the frequencies of the 4f Table II ). The most interesting case is probably the 173 Yb + ion. This is due to its importance as one of the most accurate optical clocks, and study of the temporal variation of fine structure constant and the Lorentz invariance violation as discussed above. Currently used 171 Yb + ion has a very weak clock transition rate, about two orders of magnitude weaker than the rate in the 173 Yb + ion calculated in the present work. This is due to the HFI-induced E1 transition in 173 Yb + which is relatively large due to the large contribution from the electric quadrupole hyperfine mixing. The 171 Yb 13+ isotope has small nuclear spin (I = 1/2) and no nuclear electric quadrupole moment.
The main reason for using odd isotope for the E3 clock transition in Yb + is the possibility to eliminate linear Zeeman shift by using states with M = 0 [1] (M is the projection of the total angular momentum of the atom, including nuclear spin). This works for both 171 Yb + and 173 Yb + . Note that the electric quadrupole shift due to a Expt., [31] . b Theory, this work. c Theory, [32] . d Expt. [25] . e Expt. [33] .
gradients of electric field can also be eliminated in both isotopes by considering states with F = 3, M = ±2 (F = J + I, M is projection of F, the energy shift ∆E ∼ 3M 2 −F (F +1) vanishes for F = 3, M = ±2). In this case the linear Zeeman shift can be eliminated by averaging the measurements involving states with M = +2 and M = −2.
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Appendix A: Matrix elements
The matrix element of the electromagnetic transition amplitude between many-electron states with definite values of the electron total angular momentum J and the total atomic angular momentum F (F = (J) + I, where I is the nuclear spin) is given by
where k is the operator rank (k = 1 for E1 and M1, k = 2 for E2 and M2, etc.). The matrix element of the magnetic dipole HFI is
Here µ is the nuclear magnetic dipole moment in nuclear magnetons. The matrix element of the electric quadrupole HFI is
(I + 1)(2I + 1)(2I + 3)
Here Q is the nuclear electric quadrupole moment in atomic units. In expressions (A1), (A2) and (A3) the matrix element J a ||Ĥ||J b is the matrix element of a one-body operator between many-electron CI wave functions of valence electrons. The standard CI technique is used to reduce theses matrix elements to the single-electron matrix elements. We use single-electron wave functions in a form
where n is the principal quantum number and the index v replaces the three-number set n, j, l; α is the fine structure constant. The matrix elements of the electric multipole transitions are (αωr ≪ 1)
The matrix elements of the magnetic quadrupole transitions are
(f a (r)g b (r) + g a (r)f b (r)) r 2 dr (A6)
The matrix elements of the magnetic dipole HFI are 
ξ(x) = 1, if x is even 0, if x is odd
